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Thg insufficiencv o..f consultation

l53l Mr Donen informed us that the appointment process of the Head is consistent

with one of the main features of independence identified by the Organisation for

Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) in its 2008 report,

Specialised Anti-Corruption lnstitutions: Review of Models. We cannot agree.

The relevant extract from the OECD report reads as follows:

'Appointment and Remoual of the Director

The symbolic role played by the Head of an anti-corruption institution should not

he underestimated. ln many ways the Director represenfs a piltar of the national

integrity system. - The se/ectrbn process for the Head should be transparent and

shou/d facilitate the appointment of a person of integrity on the basis of hiqhlevel

commit-te..e, on the proposal of the _Government, or the President. , etc.)

considered qood practice. The Directols tenure in office should a/so be protected

by law against unfounded dismlssa/s. '

[Emphasis supplied,]

t54l Ss 17CA(4) and (6) provide that the Deputy Nationaf Head and the Provincial

Heads are appointed by the Minister, in consultation with the Head, and with the

concurrence of Cabinet.

t55l Essentially the same complaints are levelled at the appointment process of the

Deputy National Head and the Provincial Heads, and it is contended that,

although consultation with the Head is required, his or her input may be ignored.
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t56l The Government argues that, in addition to the reasons already advanced in

respect of the appointment of the Head, this complaint is ill-founded. The

Government relies on Unlawful Occupiers, ,Schoo/ Srfe y City of Johannesburg

2005 (4) SA 199 (SCA) at para [13] where, in summarising the appellants'

argument, the couft referred to various authorities in which it was found that a

decision 'in consultation with' another functionary requires the concurrence of

that functionary; whereas a decision 'after consultation with'another functionary

requires no more than that the decision must be taken in good faith after

consulting and giving serious consideration to the views of the other functionary:

see Premier, Western Cape v President of the Republic of South Africa 1999 (3)

SA 657 (CC) at para [85]; President of the Republic of Soufh Africa and Others v

Soufh Afican Rugby Football Union and athers 1999 (4) SA 147 (CC) at para

[63].

[57] The HSF nonetheless sought to persuade us that on a proper reading of

s 17CA(4) we should place a different interpretation thereon, given that the

phrase 'in consultation with' the Head on the one hand, and 'with the

concurrence of'Cabinet on the other, must have been intended by the legislature

to have two different and distinct meanings. ln our view, not much turns on this in

light of the clear CC authority to whfch the respondents referred.

[58] The more fundamental problems presented by the current appointment process

of the Head contained in s 17CA(1), if properly addressed by the legislature, may

well neutralise the concerns raised by the HSF in respect of the appointment of

the Deputy Head and National Heads because it will follow logically that the
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requirement of sufficient consultation will have to be met in respect of the latter

process as well. ln any event, the CC has already provided us with the meaning

of In consultation wifh' and we do not believe that it is appropriate to stretch that

meaning as the HSF suggests-

Extension of tenure

I59] The 2008 SAPS Act was silent as to any specially entrenched term of office for

the Head of the DPCI.

160l S 17CA(1) now stipulates that the Head shall be appointed for a'non-renewable

fixed term of not shorfer fhan seven years and not exceeding 70 years'.

S 17CA(2) stipulates that the term is fixed at th,e time of appqintment.

[61] S 17CA(15) provides that the Minister shall, with the consent of the Head, retain

him or her in office beyond the age of 60 years for such period that shall not: (a)

exceed the period determined in s 17CA(1); and (b) exceed two years subject to

the approval of Parliament. Similar provisions pertain to the Deputy Head and

what is set out hereunder should thus be taken to apply to both the Head and the

Deputy Head.

t62l ln G/entsfer 2lhe CC held at paras 12221- [223] that:

'ln our view, adequate independence requires specta/ measures entrenching lthe
DPCI'sl employment security to enable them to carry out theffdulies vigorously.
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IftIb is exacerbated by the fact that the appointment of the National

Commissioner of the SAPS rs ifself renewable. By contrast, the appointment of

the National Director of Public Prosecutions (NDPP) - who selected the Head of

fhe DSO from amongsf fhe deputy NDPPs - is not. A renewgble term of office. in

conlradlsfr'l.rclion to a non-ranewable term, heiqhtens the risk,th.At the office-

holder mav be vulne.(able to oolitical and other pressufe$;'

[Emphasis supptied.]

t63l The complaint is that the Minister may extend the tenure of the Head, subject

only to the consent of the Head, for up to 2 years after retirement age of 60

years, and even beyond 2 years with the approval of Parliament. It is contended

that this kind of untrammelled power strikes at the heail of a non-renewable term

of tenure, which is a fundamental principle of independence.

164l ln Jusfibe Alliance of South Africa v President of the Republic of South Afica and

Others 2011 (5) SA 388 (CC) ('JASA), the CC, in considering the extension of

the term of office of the Chief Justice, held as follows at paras [73] and [75]:

'lt is wellesfabllsfied on both foreign and local authority that a non-renewable

term of office is a prime feature of independence. lndeed, non-renewability is the

bedrock of security of tenure and a dyke against judicial favour rn passrng

judgment, Secftbn 176(1) glVes sfrong wanant fo lhrs principle in providing that a

Constitutional Court judge holds office tor a non-renewable term. Non'

renewability fosfers puhlic contidence in the institution of the judiciary as a whole,

since its members function with neither threat that their terms will not be renewed

nor any inducement to seek to secure renewal,..

ln approaching thisguesfibn it must be borne in mind that the exfenslbn of a term

of office, particular$ one conferred by the executive or by Parliament, may be

seen as a benefit- The judge or judges upon whom the benefit is conferred may

be seen as favoured by it. While it is true, as counse/ for the President
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empr?as,se4 that the possibitity of far-fetched perceptions should not dominate

the interpreliue procesg ff is nol unreasonable for the public to assume that

extension may operafe as a favour that may influence those judges see4ing it.

The power of extension in s 176(1) must therefore, on general princlple, be

construed as far as posstb/e to minimise the risk that its confenal could be seen

as impairing the precious inslitutional attribute of impailiality and the public

confidence that goes with it.'

t65] The President argues that the power of the Minister to extend the Head's term of

office is not unfettered, as it is subject, firstly, to the consent of the Head himself

or herself; and secondly, to a period of a maximum of 2 years unless othenruise

approved by Parliament. lt is argued that the power to extend is necessary for an

effective DPCI.

166] The Minister submits that the exercise of the power cannot be construed as a

benefit capable of impairing the constitutional independence of the DPCI, as it is

necessary, in light of the statutorily prescribed maximum age of retirement of 60

years, for the Minister to be permitted to consider deseruing candidates for

appointment for the prescribed non-renewable term who are older than 53 years

at the time of appointment.

t67] The Government argues that the subsections, in their current form, must be

interpreted to mean that the duration of the term of appointment is fixed at the

time of appointment in light of the clear wording to that effect in s 17CA(2); that in

line with the Ministefls argument, this is entirely compatible with the requirement

of adequate independence; and that accordingly the complaint is without

substance.
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168] ln our view the respondents' arguments cannot be sustained. Whatever the

practical advantages of the power to extend the Head's tenure, the renewabili$

of the term at the behest of the Minister is intrinsically inimical to independence. lt

is clear from the CC's judgments in Glenister 2 and JASA that it is renewability

as such, rather than the insufficiency of conditions or constraints imposed on

renewability, which jeopardises independence. Renewability thus has no valid

place in the scheme of a unit that is constitutionally required to be adequately

independent.

t69] S 17CA(15) specifically refers to'retain'. One cannot retain a person in his or her

position if he or she has not already been appointed.

I70] The same subsection injects a clear element of ministerial discretion into the

extent, if not the fact, of the extension, in that it states that the further term 'sha/l

not exceed' certain fixed periods, thus clearly implying that it may, at the

discretion of the Minister, be shQrter than those fixed periods. This gives rise to

the potential for favouritism or, at the very least, pubtic perception of potential

favouritism.

171) ln addition, s 17CA(16), expressly employing the permissive word'may', provides

that extension may only take place if: (a) the incumbent wishes to continue to

serue ln that office; and (b) the mental and physical health of the incumbent

'enables him or her so to continue'. lt is apparent from (a) that the willingness of

the incumbent is only one condition for the extension rather than the sole source

and basis for it. This is fortified by the use of the word 'consent' in s 1TCA(1S)
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itself, which conveys the clear impression that the Head is not intended to initiate

or exercise an election to extend his or her own tenure, but rather to accept or

reject the Minister's election. lt is, fudhermore, evident from (b) that the extension

is also conditional upon an assessment of the incumbent's capabilities. This

assessment cannot be conducted by the incumbent personally, since that

construction would not only be absurd, but would render (b) a wholly redundant

repetition of (a). The only reasonable construction of (b) therefore is that the

power to assess the incumbent's suitability for extension vests in the Minister.

I72l Consequently, a contextual interpretation of the impugned provisions reveals that

they purport to vest the Minister with the power to extend the tenure of the Head.

The latter's term is thus renewable at the pleasure of the Minister, and to that

extent the Head's independence is eroded. This erosion is not saved by the fact

that the Minister's power is subject to conditions, namely a maximum time limit,

the incumbent's consent and the incumbent's health (as assessed by the

Ministe$.

l73l Further, the power of Parliament to extend the tenure of Constitutional Court

judges is specifically conferred by the Constitution itself. Such confenal thus

cannot be construed as reflecting any general principte that a Parliamentary

power to extend tenure does not impair an institution's independence. lndeed, in

JASA, the CC described this power (at para [67]) as 'an exception'to the rule

that a Constitutional Court judge's term is fixed, At para [75] of JASA the CC

made it plain that extension, even by Parliament, presents the risk or at least the
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perception of inadequate indepenOencej and at para [67J alluded to fundamental

differences in constitutional character between the Executive and Parliament:

'/l rs so thaf s 276(1) of the Constitution creates an exception to the requirement

that a term of a Constitutional Court judge is fixed. That authority, however, vests

in Parliament and nowhere else. It is notable ffiat s 176(1) does nof merely

bestow a legislative power, but hy doing so also mar(s out Parliament's

significant role in the separation of powers and protection of judicial

independence. The nature of this powar cannot be overlooked, and the

Constitution's delegation to Parliament must be restrictively construed to realise

that protection.'

Suspension and removal

1741 ln the 2008 SAPS Act members of the DPCI were subject simply to the SAPS

disciplinary procedures set out in s 34 and s 35 thereof. Now, s 17CA(19) of the

SAPS Amendment Act stipulates that any disciplinary action against a Deputy

National Head, Provincial Head, member or employee in the service of the DPCI

shalf be considered and finalised 'within the Directorate's structures subject to

the relevant prescfipfs'; and s 17GA(20) stipulates that no Deputy Head,

Provincial Head, member or administrative staff member of the DPCI may be

transferred or dismissed except after approval by the Head. The powers of

suspension and removal in respect of the Head personally are, however, in stark

contrast to these provisions.

[75] During the course of argument the respondents conceded that s 17DA, in its

current form, provides for trvo separate and distinct processes for the removal

from office of the Head, notwithstanding the wording in s 17DA(1) to the effect
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that the Head shall not be removed from office except in accordance with the

provisions of ss (2), (3) and (4) thereof.

t76l The first removal process vests in the Minister in terms of s 17DA(1) and (2).

These provide that the Minister may provisionally suspend the Head pending

such inquiry into his or her fitness to hold office 'as fhe Minister deems fit'; and

that the Minister may 'thereupon'remove him or her from office on one of four

grounds. These are: (a) misconduct; (b) continued ill-health; (c) incapacity to

carry out his or her duties 'etficiently'; and (d) that he or she is no longer a fit and

proper person to hold office.

1771 There is no obligation on the Minlster to obtain Parliament's approval. A]l that he

is required to do is to furnish Parliament within 14 days with the reasons for his

decision, and the Head's representations. The inquiry is to be led by a judge or

retired judge, appointed by the Minister after consultation with the Minister of

Justice and the Chief Justice. The inquiry shall perform its functions in

accordance with the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act 3 of 2000 ('PAJA\.

178) The second removal process is contained in ss 17DA(3) and (4). There,

Parliament is separately empowered to permanently remove the Head by a two-

thirds rnajority, but only on the grounds of: (a) misconduct; (b) incapacity; or (c)

incompetence, on a finding to that effeci by a Committee of the National

Assembly.
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I79] The complaint is that the CC in Gtenr-sfer 2 held at para [222] that 'adequate

independence requires special measures entrenching IDPCI members']

employment security to enable them to carry out their dufres vigorously'. The

impugned provisions do not provide sufficient security of tenure for the Head to

ensure his or her independence.

t80] The Minister is empowered to suspend the Head without a hearing and without

specific grounds for doing so, pending a disciplinary inquiry initiated by the

Minister himself. The Minister is given the sole discretion to decide whether to

suspend the Head with or without pay, The Minister is granted the sole power to

remove the Head, after an inquiry conducted by a judge or a retired judge, The

terms of reference of the inquiry are not specified and may be determined by the

Minister. The findings of the inqulry are not binding on the Minister whose own

decision is final and not subject to approval by Parliament. The Head may be

rernoved on the basis that he or she is unable to carry out his or her duties

'efficiently', which is not defined, and affords the Minister an unduly subjective

and broad discretion.

t81l The respondents assert that the power of the Minister to remove the Head is

constrained by the requirement that the inquiry into the fitness of the Head to

hold that office must be conducted by a judge and, further, that such inquiry is

subject to PAJA.

1821 Yet the power to remove is plainly vested in the Minister who, for some

inexplicable reason, is not similarly required to conduct the process in
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accordance with PAJA, lt is only the inquiry process that is subject to PAJA. The

Minister thus, in his sole discretion, determines the scope of the inquiry, appoints

the judge to preside at the inquiry, is not bound by the findings of the inquiry, and

retains the ultimate discretion to decide whether one of the grounds for dismissal

exist.

t83l Further, suspension is a threatening power. There is no hearing required; no time

periods stipulated; and the Minister is given sole discretion to decide whether the

Head receives pay or not during the suspension period. Not receiving a salary

during the period of suspension may be a significant handbrake on the ability to

fund litigation against suspension; and the mere risk that the Head may not

receive a salary during the suspension period may itself be reasonably perceived

to be a threat to adequate independence.

l84l The Minister contends that PAJA is implied. But if Parliament intended this to be

the case it would have said so. lndeed, it explicitly provided that the inquiry was

to perform its functions subiect to PAJA. lt is a well-known canon of interpretation

of statutes that Parliament has chosen its words carefully and deliberately - and

here it has expressly chosen not to stipulate that a suspension decision is

similarly subject to PAJA.

[85] Of course, even the exercise of executive power is subject to constitutional

control, yet only on the narrow ground of rationality review. This however only

operates after the fact.
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t86l The CC in G/enrsfer 2 al paras [246] - [247] explicitly held that review after the

fact is no substitute for sufficient safeguards before the fact:

'[A]n ex post facto review, rather than insisting on a structure fhat ab initio

prevenfs interference, has ln our view senous and obvious limitations. /n some

cases irreparable harm may have been caused which judicial review and

complaints can do little to remedy. More impoftantly, many acts of inbrterence

may go undetected, or unrepofted, and never reach the judicial review or

complaints sfage. Onlv adequate mechanisms desisned to prevent inbrterence

lackino.'

[Emphasis supplied.]

I87l During argument Mr Donen suggested that both avenues for removal exist for the

specific reason that, if the Minister does not do his job properly, then Parliament

will have the power to do so.

I88] But that cannot be. The two sections are palpably different. Ministerial removal is

allowed for misconduct, ill-health, incapacity or inefficiency, or because the

person is no longer tit and proper. This is a far broader power of removal (and

unconstrained by comparison) to the powers afforded to Parliament, which are to

remove on grounds of misconduct, incapacity or incompetence. ln addition, the

Minister may remove without Parliamentary oversight, yet rernoval by Parliament

requires a two-thirds majority, which is the same majority required to amend

certain sections of the Constitution, a high hurdle indeed. Simply put, it cannot be

accepted that the two processes are meaningfully complementary, given that

they do not actually complement each other in substance, The two processes
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differ from each other in an arbitrary manner, and it is inconceivable to us that, in

its present form, the process'for the suspension and removal of the Head can

pass constitutional muster.

Jurisdiction

I89l ln the 2008 SAPS Act the functions of the DPCI were limited to preventing,

combatting and investigating: (a) national priority offences; and (b) any other

offence referred to it by the National Comrnissioner; both however subject to

policy guidelines issued by the Ministerial Committee. These provisions were

located in s 17D of that Act.

t90l The current legislation defines a 'national priority offence' in s 17A as being

'organised cime, crime that requires national prevention or investigation, or

crime which requires specralised skr/ls rn the prevention and investigation thereof,

as refered to in section 16(1)'. The latter subsection details lhe 'circumslances'

that amount to criminal conduct, or an 'endeavour thereto', and which inter alia

require national prevention or specialised skills in the prevention and

investigation thereof.

t91l The HSF referred us to s 16( )(a) as read with s 16(4Xb) which provide as

follows:

'(4) (a) Nolwrfftstanding the provisions of subsections (1), (2) and (3), the

ProvincialGommissrbner shall be responsible for the prevention and investigation

of ail crimes or alleged crimes committed in the province concerned.
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(b) Where an investigation of a crime or alleged crime reveals that the

circumstances refened to in subsecfrbn (2) are present, the Provincial

Commissioner shall repoft the matter to the National Head of the Directorate of

Priorily Crime lnvestigation as soon aspossrb/e.'

t92l The HSF contends that these place the discretion on the Provincial

Commissioner to decide whelher or not an offence is a national priority offence

before it even has to be repoded to the Head, in order for him or her to determine

whether the DPCI should investigate, The complaint is that the duty to report is

located in the incorrect place and that the DPCI must have optionali$ over

jurisdiction.

t93l The respondents however argue that the new s 17AA makes Ch 6A (including

s 17D which deals with the rnandate of the DPCI) applicable to the exclusiot'l of

'any section' within the Act. S 16 therefore cannot affect the Directorate's

mandate to investigate corruption, and receive complaints for investigation.

I94l While at first blush s 17M purports to make Ch 64 a stand-alone chapter which

relates exclusively to the DPCI, when it comes to the DPCI's jurisdiction to

investigate this is not in fact the case. Despite the wording of s 17AA, the

impugned legislation does not ensure that the DPCI's jurisdiction is exclusive or

primary or even that certain key crimes, such as corruption and organised crime,

muSt be referred to the DPCI by the SAPS if they are perpetrated in more than

one province. lndeed, there is nothing to prevent the SAPS from investigating

such crimes without the involvement or even the knowledge of the DPCI. lt is

self-evident that the Head cannot accede to a request from a Provincial
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Commissioner to investigate if no such request has been made. This undermines

the finding in Glenister 2 that the Constitution requires that corruption is

investigated by a body that is sufficiently independent, both functionalty and

institutionally.

Ig5l S 17D(1) provides as follows:

'(1) The functions of the Directorate are to prevent, combat and investigate -

(aA)

National priority offences, which in the opinion of the National

Head of the Directorate need to De addressed by the Directorate,

subject to any policy guidelines rssued by the Minister and

approved by Padiament;

Selected offences not limited to offences refened lo in Chapter 2

of sectian 34 of the Prevention and Combatting of Corruption

ActrVrtrbs Act 2004 (Act No 12 of 2004) IPRECCA'I; and

Any other offence or category of affences refened to it from time

to time by the National Commissioner, subject to any policy

guidelines r.ssued by the Minister and approved by Parliament.

[96] The complaint is that, now, only one member of the Executive, as opposed to a

Ministerial Committee, is empowered to impose guidelines as to how, where and

when the DPCI should act. This is still, in the words of the GC at para [234],

'inimical to independence'.

t97] The precise purpose of these 'guidelines'is not made clear. The requirement for

guidelines, coupled with the 'crept rn' provisions in s 16, have the very real

potential to constrain the DPCI's work or even to direct the DPCI towards, or

(a)

(b)
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away from, particular targets. This is antithetical to the very purpose of the DPCI

as well as the constitutional requirement for an adequately independent

corruption and organised crime fighting unit. lt also militates against a unit that is

reasonably perceived to be sufficiently independent.

I98l The respondents contend that the complaint is ill-founded for the following

reasons. First, the policy guideline authority is not vested in the Minister, but is

subject to the approval of Parliament, Second, the previous 'default'position has

been removed (i.e. that the policy guidelines issued by the Ministerial Committee

would automatically be deemed to have been approved by Parliament if the latter

did not approve them within a 3 month period after submission). Third, the SAPS

Amendment Act has also amended s 34 of PRECCA. The effect of that

amendment has been to statutorily entrench power in the DPCI to prevent,

combat and investigate 'se/ected offences'not limited to offences referred to in

Ch 2 and s 34 of PRECCA.

Iggl Part 1 of Ch 2 of PRECCA deals with the general offence of corruption; and

Part2 with offences in respect of corrupt activities relating to specific persons.

These 'persons'are public officers, foreign public officials, agents, members of

the legislative authority, judicial officers and members of the prosecuting

authority, Parts 3 to 6 detail an array of offences that qualify as falling under the

jurisdiction of the DPCI, S 34 of PRECCA deals with the duty to report corrupt

transactions and provides that any person who holds a position of authority has

such a duty. The respondents accordingly argue that virtually every conceivable

offence which relates to corruption automatically falls under the exclusive
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jurisdiction of the DPCI; and that the policy guidelines thus in any event have

very limited application.

[100] ln our view the respondents' argument overlooks the finding in Glenisfer 2 at

paral232l:

'The competence yested in the Ministerial Committee to r.ssue policy guidelines

puts signfficant power in the hands of senior political execufiyes. lt cannot be

disputed that those very political executives could themse/ves, were the

circumstances to require, be the subiect of anti-conuption investigations. They

"oversee" an anti-comtption entily when of necessdy they are themselves paft of

the operational field within which ff [s supposed to function. Their power over it is

unavoid ahly inhibitory.'

[101] That Parliament must now, by a simple majority, approve the guidelines, does

not solve the problem. Parliament is also a potitical body and it shoutd not be

tasked with deciding on what cases the DPCI should or should not pursue where

its own members may be subject to investigation. The nub of the matter is this:

the DPCI's mandate, i.e. to fight corruption, is a constitutional requirement. lt is

not something which should ultimately be left to politicians to determine. The

statutes governing the work of the NDPP, the Auditor-General and the Public

Protector - all of which were found in G/enrcter 2 to be instructive in considering

the requirement of adequate independence - do not permit similar external

interference by political actors. While it is so that the Minister must determine

policing policy in terms of s 206(1) of the Constitution, it is nonetheless

incumbent upon the legislature to find a way to meaningfully address the
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constitutiona! requirement of adequate independence for the jurisdiction of the

DPCI.

t1021 The respondents' argument also overlooks s 17D(1XaA), which stipulates that

the DPCI is to investigate 'se/ecfed offences not limited to offences refened to in

Chapter 2 and section 34' of PRECCA. lt is not clear by whom, when and on

what basis the selection is to be made. lndeed, the respondents themselves are

at odds about who makes that determination.

11031 ln his affidavit the President avers that it is the Minister who will determine the

'selected offences':

'The Applicant contends that this provision r.s unconstitutional because ff rs

unclear from the provision "by whom, when and on what basis fhe selectrbn rs

made". The Minister who is responsible for determining the Nailonal Poticing

Policy wifi determine the selegted crimes. Ih,s is ln terms of secfion 206(1) read

with section 207(2) of the Constitution. The scope of authority of the DPCI cannot

extend to detemining on ifs own scope of authority over the criminal matters that

rI can investigate.'

[Emphasis supplied.]

t1041 The Minister, on the other hand, avers in his affidavit that:

As the National Head is enfrusted with the "responsibilities of the office

concemed" (see s 17CA(1)) rt iQ:he or shp who will make lhe selectron [of the

selected offencesl with due regard fo ht-s or her experience.'

[Emphasis supplied.J
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t1051 During argument the Minister however adopted a different approach. Mr Donen

suggested that the Minister (his own client) is wrong, and that in fact the selection

is done by legislation, i.e. PRECCA. This does not make sense given that

s 17D(1)(aA) stipulates, in terms, that 'selected offences'are not limited to the

offences referred to in PRECCA.

[106] A further difficulty with the interpretation proffered by Mr Donen is that s 34 of

PRECCA refers (in addition to offences in Ch 2) to the following offences, namely

'theft, fraud, extortion, forgery or uttering a forged document'. Therefore, this

would, on Mr Donen's interpretation, mean that the DPCI is now mandated to

investigate crimes such as theft and forgery - hardly the work of a supposedly

dedicated corruption fighting unit. But the confusion goes further, given that, in

argument, Ms Williams, lead counsel for the Government, disagreed with Mr

Donen, and submitted that the correct interpretation of the section is that it is

indeed the Head who will make the selection.

[107] The position therefore is that in relation to this crucial aspect of the legislation -
the very mandate of the DPCI to investigate corruption - not even the

respondents are at one with each other.

Financial control

[108] S 17H of the 2008 SAPS Act placed all financial control over the DPCI with the

National Commissioner as the accounting officer, The respondents concede that
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a considerable degree of financial power was thus wrongly placed, but point out

that the CC in Glenister 2 made no adverse comment.

[109] The CC in G/enisfer 2 did however highlight the lack of security of remuneration

for the Head of the DPCI and its members; and found that this was one of the

reasons why the unit did not enjoy sufficient structural and operational autonomy

so as to shield it from undue political influence.

t1101 The HSF does not take issue with the remuneration provisions now incorporated

in the SAPS Amendment Act. Glenister complains that although the CC's

concerns relating to the security of tenure and service conditions have 'by and

large'been remedied by the amended proviqions, only the Head, and to a lesser

degree the Deputy and Provincial Heads, have especially entrenched

employment security. He contends that to secure sufficient independence the

'conditions of seruice'of all of the members of the DPCI should be statutorily

entrenched, but does not explain where, in his view, the deficiencies lie.

t111I However, as pointed out by the respondents.

114.1 The remuneration, allowances, other terms and conditions of service and

service benefits of the Head are now determined by the Minister with the

concurrence of the Minister of Finance; and of the Deputy National Head

and Provincial Heads by the Minister after consultation with the National

Head and with the concurrence of the Minister of Finance (s 17CA(8)).

Under the 2008 SAPS Act (the old s't7G) the remuneration, allowances
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and other conditions of service of members of the DPCI were regulated in

terms of s24 of the SAPS Act, which in turn provided that these would be

determined in accordance with regulations made by the Minister;

114.2 ln addition, the salary of the Head sh.qll not be less than the salary of the

highest paid Deputy National Commissioner; that of the Deputy Head shall

not be less than the salary level of the highest paid Divisional

Commissioner; and that of the Provincial Head shall not be Jess than the

salary level of the highest paid Deputy Provincial Commissioner

(s 17cA(B));

114.3 The Minister must submit the remuneration scale payable to the National

Head, the Deputy and Provincial Heads to Parliament for approval, and

such remuneration scale may not be reduced except with the concurrence

of Parliament (s 17 CA(9));

114.4 ln terms of s 17DB the Head determines the fixed establishment of the

DPCI and the number and grading of posts, in consultation with the

Minister and the Minister for Public Seruice, and appoints the staff of the

DPCI;

114.5 ln terms of s 17G the remuneration, allowances and other conditions of

service of members of the DPCI must be regulated by the Minister in

terms of s 24; but in terms of s 17CA(1Bi these regulations must now be

submitted to Parliament for approval.
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11121 ln our view, the upshot is that statutorily secured remuneration levels now exist;

members benefit from special provisions securing their emoluments; and the

secured remuneration levels are indicative of the special status of the new entity.

11131 The HSF's complaint is that s 17H of the SAPS Amendment Act requires the

Head to 'prepare and provide the National Commissioner with the necessary

estimate of revenue and expenditure af the Directorate for incorporation on the

estimate and expenditure of the [SAPS]'. If the Commissioner and the Head are

unable to agree on the estimate of revenue and expenditure for the DPCI, the

Minister shall mediate between the two. lt is unclear how the matter will be

resolved if mediation is unsuccessful.

[114] The HSF argues that it is essential for the DPCI's independence that its funds

are sufficient for it to fulfil all of its constitutional functions, and that it should not

be 'dependenf' for its funding on favour from the SAPS or the Executive.

Adequate independence requires that Parliament appropriate the necessary

funds specificalty for the DPCI based on the DPCI's own estimate and

submissions.

[115] The Minister argues that s 17H adequately insulates the DPCI from financial

control and interference by virtue of the fact that the Head is responsible for

preparing and providing the Commissioner with the DPCI's estimate of revenue

and expenditure; and further that funds appropriated by Parliament for purposes

of the DPCI's expenditure must be regardd as specifically and exclusively for

that purpose and may only be utilised for that purpose (s 17H(5)).
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t116] Both the HSF and the respondents relied on the New Nafional Pafiy case in

support of iheir respective contentions, although obviously for different reasons.

tn that case it was held at paras tgBI- [99]that:

'[n dealing with the independence of the flndependent Electoral] Commr.ssion, it

r's necessary ta make a distinction between [wo factors, both of which, in my

view, are relevant to "independence". The first is'financial independence", Iftt's

implies the ability to have access to funds rcasonably required to enable the

Commlssion to discharge the functions it is obliged to pefform under the

Constftution and fhe Electoral Commr'ssion Act. Ihis does nof mean that it can

set rfs own budget. Parliamenf does that. What tl does mean, however, ts tliaf

Parliament must consider what is reasonably required by the Commission and

deal with requesfs for funding rationally, in light of other national rnferesfs. lt is tor

op.poiunitlr to defend its bqdqetary requirernents before Parliament or its relevant

committees.'

IEmphasis supptied.]

11171 ln our view the answer to this is the following. The Head provides the National

Commissioner with its estimate for incorporation in the SAPS estinrate. The

Commissioner does not have the final say. The Head must agree with him. lf

they cannot agree, the Minister mediates. lf the rnediation is successful, then that

is the end of the dispute. lf the mediation [s unsuccessful, the Minister does not

have the final say. The dispute has to go before Parliament. S 17K(28) explicitty

provides that the Head shall make a presentation to Parliament on the budget of

the DPCI.
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t1181 Accordlngly the DPCI is now afforded an adequate opportunity to defend its

budgetary requirements before Parliament in accordance with the requirement

for adequate independence referred to in the NeuyNafional Party case.

Summarv

t119I ln summary, therefore, s 16 as well as ss 17A, 17cA, 17D,17DA and t7K(4) to

(9) contained in Ch 6A of the SAPS Amendment Act do not pass constitutional

muster for the following reasons:

122.1 The appointment process of the Head lacks adequate criteria for such

appointment and vests an unacceptable degree of political control in the

Minister and Cabinet, which is also in conflict with the standard of

international best practice;

122.2 The power vested in the Minister to extend the tenure of the Head and

Deputy Head is intrinsically inimical to the requirement of adequate

independence;

122.3 The suspension and removal 'process' not only vests an inappropriate

degree of control in the Minister, but also allows for two separate and

distinct processes, determined on ihe basis of arbitrary criteria, each able

to find application without any reference to the other; and
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122.4 There is an unacceptable degree of political oversight in the jurisdiction of

the DPCI, and the relevant provisions are themselves so vague that not

even those responsible for their implementation are able to agree on how

they should be applied.

Nature of relief to be sranteC

11201 ln its notice of motion the HSF sought an order declaring s 16 and Ch 64 of the

SAPS Amendment Act inconsistent with the Constitution and invalid to the extent

that they fail to secure an adequate degree of independence for the DPCI;

together with an order suspending the declaration of constitutional invalidity for

'12 months in order for Parliament to remedy the defects.

11211 During argument the HSF adopted a more narrow approach, and sought an order

that the specific sections impugned be declared inconsistent with the Constitution

and thus invalid. Having regard to the history of this litigation, it seems to us that

the latter route is the more appropriate one to follow, given that Parliament is

always at liberty to redraft any legislation, and does not require a court order to

do so. Put differently, if Parliament finds, when correcting the impugned sections,

that consequential amendrnents are required to other sections, it is of course

entitled to amend those sections as it deems fit. lndeed, even though the CC in

Glenister 2 struck down Ch 64 of the 2008 SAPS Act, Parliament in turn made

amendments also to s 16 (which did not fall within Ch 6A). lt is also a pragmatic

way to move the legislative process forward to finality,
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Costs

11221 The HSF has been substantially successful and accordingly it is entitled to its

costs. As regards Glenister, however, the position is somewhat different, For the

reasons already advanced, it is appropriate that he be ordered to bear the costs

of the Minister's striking-out application on the punitive scale of attorney and

client. There can also be little doubt that Glenister has been lucky to piggy-back

on the HSF's wellpresented case and the lucid and helpful arguments of its

counsel, Mr Unterhalter and Mr Du Plessis. Unfortunately, the arguments

advanced on behalf of Glenister did little to assist his case and accordingly, even

though the outcome is the one sought by him, it cannot be said that his

contribution was in any way meaningful. ln these circumstances, and save for the

order that we intend to make in respect of the striking-out application, it is our

view that Glenister should pay his own costs.

Conclusion

t1231 ln the result the fotlowing order is made:

1. lt is declared that s 16 as well as ss 17A, 17CA,17D,17DA and 17K(4) to

(9) contained in Ch 6A South African Police Service Amendment Act No

10 of 2012 are inconsistent with the Gonstitution and invalid to the

extent that they fail to secure an adequate degree of independence for

the Directorate for Priority Crime lnvestigation.
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The declaration of constitutionat 
^iA,,O,r, 

,n paragraph 1 above is lA

suspended for 12 (twelve) months in order for Parliament to remedy the

defects.

The orders in paragraphs I and 2 above are referred, in terms of

s 8(1)(a) of the Gonstitutional Court Gomplementary Act No 13 of {995,

to the Constitutional Court for confirmation.

The respondents in case no 2387412012 are ordered to pay the costs of

the applicant in that matter, namely the Helen Suzman Foundation,

jointly and severally, on the scale as between party and party, and

including the costs of three counselwhere emptoyed

The applicant in case no 23933/2012, namely Hugh Glenister, is ordered

to pay the costs of the application to strike 'out of the second

respondent, namely the Minister of Police (also referred to by the

applicant therein as the Minister of Safety and Security), on the scale as

between attorney and client.

6. Save as aforesaid, there shall be no order as to costs.
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CLOETE J


